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Abstract – Registration is a fundamental task in image
processing used to match two or more pictures taken, for
example, at different times, from different sensors, or from
different viewpoints. Specific examples of systems where
image registration is a significant component include
matching a target with a real-time image of a scene for target
recognition, monitoring global land usage using satellite
images, matching stereo images to recover shape for
autonomous navigation, and aligning images from different
medical modalities for diagnosis.  Methods are classified
according to the different aspects of mutual information
based registration. The main division is in aspects of the
methodology and of the application. The part on
methodology describes choices made on facets such as
preprocessing of images, grey value interpolation,
optimization, adaptations to the mutual information measure
and different types of geometrical transformations. The part
on applications is a reference of the literature available on
different modalities, on interpatient registration and on
different anatomical objects This paper overviews the
theoretical aspects of an image registration problem. The
purpose of this paper is to present a survey of image
registration techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper organizes this material by establishing the
relationship between the variations in the images and the
type of registration techniques which can most
appropriately be applied. Three major types of variations
are distinguished. The first type are the variations due to
the differences in acquisition which cause the images to be
misaligned. To register images, a spatial transformation is
found which will remove these variations. The class of
transformations which must be searched to find the
optimal transformation is determined by knowledge about
the variations of this type. The second type of variations
are those which are also due to differences in acquisition,
but cannot be modeled easily such as lighting and
atmospheric conditions. This type usually effects intensity
values, but they may also be spatial, such as perspective
distortions, The third type of variations are differences in
the images that are of interest such as object movements,
growths, or other scene changes. Variations of the second
and third type are not directly removed by registration, but
they make registration more difficult since an exact match
is no longer possible. In particular, it is critical that
variations of the third type are not removed. Knowledge
about the characteristics of each type of variation effect
the choice of feature space, similarity measure, search
space, and search strategy which will make up the final

technique. All registration techniques can be viewed as
different combinations of these choices. This framework is
useful for understanding the merits and relationships
between the wide variety of existing techniques and for
assisting in the selection of the most suitable technique for
a specific problem. In clinical diagnosis using medical
images, integration of useful data obtained from separate
images is often desired. The images need to be
geometrically aligned for better observation. This
procedure of mapping points from one image to
corresponding points in another image is called Image
Registration. It is a spatial transform. The reference and
the referred image could be different because were taken
1.At different times 2. Using different devices like MRI,
CT, PET, SPECT etc (multi modal). 3. From different
angles in order to have 2D or 3D perspective (multi
temporal).  In the following we aim to introduce and
explain mutual information and to give an overview of the
literature on mutual information based registration for
medical applications. We start at the basics, with the
definition of entropy and its interpretation. We then turn to
mutual information, presenting its history in image
registration, its multiple forms of definition and its
properties.

II. ENTROPY

The desire for a measure of information (commonly
termed entropy) of a message stems from communication
theory. This field concerns the broadcast of a message
from a sender to a receiver. The first attempts to arrive at
an information measure of a message focused on telegraph
and radio communication, sending Morse code or words.
However, picture transmission (television) was already
considered in the important paper by Hartley [3]. In 1928,
he defined a measure of information of a message that
forms the basis of many present-day measures. He
considered a message a string of symbols, with s different
possibilities or each symbol. If the message consists of n
symbols, there are s different messages possible (assuming
there are no syntactic rules). He sought to define an
information measure that increases with message length.
The measure sn complies, but the amount of information
would increase exponentially with the length of the
message and that is not realistic. Hartley wanted a measure
H that increases linearly with n, i.e. H = Kn, where K is a
constant depending on the number of symbols s. He
further assumed that, given messages of length n1 and n2

froms1 and s2 numbers of symbols, respectively, if s1
n1 =s2

n2 i.e. the number of possible messages is equal, then the
amount of information per message is also equal. In this
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manner, the Shannon entropy is also a measure of
dispersion of a probability distribution.

III. MUTUAL INFORMATION

The research that eventually led to the introduction of
mutual information as a registration measure dates back to
the early 1990’s. Woods et al. [5, 6] first introduced a
registration measure for multimodality images based on
the assumption that regions of similar tissue (and hence
similar grey values) in one image would correspond to
regions in the other image that also consist of similar grey
values (though probably different values to those of the
first image). Ideally, the ratio of the grey values for all
corresponding points in a certain region in either image
varies little. Consequently, the average variance of this
ratio for all regions is minimized to achieve registration.
Most books on information theory ([16–17], for example)
discuss the notion of mutual information. The definition of
the term, however, can be presented in various ways. We
will next treat three frequently used forms of the
definition, because more than one is used in the literature.
All three forms are identical; each can be rewritten into the
other two. Each form of definition, however, explains the
relation to registration in a different way. We will describe
mutual information for two images, as used in image
registration, and not in a general sense. The first form of
definition we discuss is the one that best explains the term
“mutual information”. For two images A and B, mutual
information I can be defined as

I(A, B)=H(B) - H(B | A), ------------------(1)
where H(B) is the Shannon entropy of image B, computed
on the probability distribution of the grey values. H(B|A)
denotes the conditional entropy, which is based on the
conditional probabilities p(b|a), the chance of grey value b
in | image B given that the corresponding voxel in A has
grey value a. When interpreting entropy as a measure of
uncertainty, equation (1) translates to “the amount of
uncertainty about image B minus the uncertainty about B
when A is known”. In other words, mutual information is
the amount by which the uncertainty about B decreases
when A is given: the amount of information A contains
about B. Because A and B can be interchanged, I(A, B)is
also the amount of information B contains about A. Hence,
it is mutual information. Registration is assumed to
correspond to maximizing mutual information: the images
have to be aligned in such a manner that the amount of
information they contain about each other is maximal. The
second form of definition is most closely related to joint
entropy. It is

I(A, B)=H(A)+H(B) - H(A, B). -----(2).
This form contains the term -H(A, B), which means that

maximizing mutual information is related to minimizing
joint entropy. We have described above how the joint
histogram of two images’ grey values disperses with
misregistration and that joint entropy is a measure of
dispersion. The advantage of mutual information over
joint entropy per se, is that it includes the entropies of the
separate images. Mutual information and joint entropy are
computed for the overlapping parts of the images and the

measures are therefore sensitive to the size and the
contents of overlap.

IV. STEPS INVOLVED IN IMAGE REGISTRATION:

Image registration essentially consists of following
steps.
1. Feature   detection: Salient   and   distinctive   objects

(closed-boundary regions, edges, contours, line
intersections, corners, etc) in both reference and sensed
images are detected.

2. Feature   matching: The   correspondence between the
features in the reference and sensed image established.

3. Transform model estimation: The type and parameters
of the so-called mapping functions, aligning the sensed
image with the reference image, are estimated.4. Image
resampling   and   transformation: The   sensed image
is   transformed   by   means   of   the   mapping
functions.

V. METHODS OF REGISTRATION

A. Extrinsic registration methods:
In Extrinsic registration methods, artificial objects,

which necessarily should be detectable, are attached to the
patient’s body. This method doesn’t require complicated
algorithms and is hence good computation speed can be
achieved.  The marker objects, which are used in this
method, are 1) Stereo tactic  frame  screwed  rigidly  to
the  patient's  outer  skull  table, Screw-mounted  markers
& Markers glued to the skin.
B. Curve methods:

Batler et al. registered 2-D projection images using a
curve matching method. He sampled to generate
sequences of corresponding points to be registered. He
searched for corresponding “open” curves manually, and
then registered two-dimensional projection radiographies.
Corresponding open curves were matched by searching for
the optimal fit of the local curvatures in the two curves.
Nicholas Ayache and Andre P. Gueziec have presented a
method of matching of 3D objects extracted from medical
images. Crest lines computed on the object surfaces
correspond to meaningful anatomical features, and that
they are stable with respect to rigid transformations. The
extraction of the crest lines is done by computing up to
third order derivatives of the image intensity function with
appropriate 3D filtering of the volumetric images, and by
the 'marching lines' algorithm. The recovered lines are
then approximated by spline curves, to compute at each
point a number of differential invariants. Matching is
finally performed by a new geometric hashing method.
The whole chain is now completely automatic, and
provides extremely robust and accurate results, even in the
presence of severe occlusions. Peng Wen , has suggested
a medical image registration method using points, contour
and curves is proposed, which has the accuracy of
registration based-on points and the robust of registration
based-on lines.
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C. Surface methods:
Boundaries or surfaces, in medical images are many

times more distinct than landmarks and hence can be used
for segmentation by locating high contrast surfaces.
Surface matching algorithms are normally used for rigid
body registration. The representation of surface methods is
a surface-based approach for registering multimodality
brain image. They fit a set of points extracted from
contours in one image to a surface model and extracted
from contours in the other image. The image that covers
the larger volume of the patient, or the image that has a
higher resolution if volume coverage is comparable, is
used to generate the surface model.  Another version of
surface matching is to provide user with an interactive
transformation package that allows the user to translate
and rotate one image with respect to the other. Audette and
Ferrie have reviewed the surface based registration
methods in medical imaging. Pelizarri had proposed a
surface fitting technique for registration of images of the
head which became known as ‘Head and Hat Algorithm’
[2]. The registration algorithms have been developed in
recent years are Iterative Closest Point algorithm ,and
Correspondence matching.Jack and Roux ,have proposed
to formulate the surface registration problem as a high
dimensional optimization problem, which can be solved
by a genetic algorithm.
D. Moment and Principal Axes methods:

Moments are used in classical mechanics to characterize
rigid bodies by the spatial distribution of their mass. The
principal axes are those orthogonal axes about which the
moments of inertia are minimized. If two objects are
identical except for a translation and a rotation, then they
can be registered exactly by bringing their principal axes
into coincidence. If two objects are shaped similarly, they
may be registered approximately by this process [9].
Moment based methods also appear as hybridly classified
registration methods that use segmented or binarized
image data for input. In many applications, pre-
segmentation is mandatory in order for moment based
methods to produce acceptable results [5].
E. Correlation methods:

The Correlation Technique was used to refine the user-
defined landmark positions to register tomographic brain.
The Fourier-based technique is used to estimate the
candidate translations to decrease searching space while
best-first search algorithm is used to further search for the
correct translation. This technique can estimate large
translations, scalings, and rotations in images by an
extension of phase correlation technique. They focus on
increased accuracy of this technique to detect large
translations compared to the other techniques in frequency
domain.
F. Atlas methods:

If one image is acquired from a single patient, and the
other image is taken from an image information database,
we call it atlas registration. In the literature, registration of
a patient image to an image of a normal subject is termed
atlas registration.  This also may be useful from the point
of view of research studies viz. study of images obtained
from separate individuals. Wan Rui and Li Minglu [9]

have stated that standardized brain coordinate system has
been used in automatically segmenting individual cerebral
structures in brain image volumes and stereotactic
neurosurgical planning. Numbers of researchers [76-86]
have discussed various aspects of atlas registration. These
techniques have been proved to be useful in medical
diagnosis. Gradient projection method has been applied
constrained optimization is applied to maximize the
similarity between the images.
G. Mutual information-based methods:

Mutual information-based registration begins with the
estimation of the joint probability of the intensities of
corresponding voxels in the two images. The use of
information-theoretic measures such as mutual
information has obviously benefited voxel-based
registration. The present papers have demonstrated that
mutual information can be used to parameterize and solve
the correspondence problem in feature-based registration.
They have appeared recently and represent the leading
technique in multimodal registration. Registration of
multimodal images is the difficult task, but often necessary
to solve, especially in medical imaging.  The  comparison
of  anatomical  and  functional  images  of  the  patient’s
body  can  lead  to  a  diagnosis,  which  would  be
impossible  to  gain  otherwise.  Remote sensing often
makes use of the exploitation of more sensor types, too.  P.
Viola and W.M.  Wells [8] have maximized Mutual
Information using gradient descent optimization method.
Other methods used are hierarchical search strategy
together with simulated annealing [3].. Frederik Maes,
Dirk Vandermeulen and Paul Suetens [have investigated
the performance of various optimization methods and
multiresolution strategies for maximization of mutual
information.
H. Wavelet-based methods:

The multi-resolution wavelet decomposition transform
is an intermediate representation between Fourier and
spatial representations; it can provide good localization
properties in both spatial and Fourier domains. The
wavelet-based approaches preserve the spectral
characteristics of the multi-spectral images better than the
standard PCA and HIS methods. The wavelet-based image
registration can be performed in two ways:  (1) Selecting
wavelet coefficients by selection rules such as the
maximum absolute wavelet coefficient in the multi-
spectral image and the high-resolution image for each
band; (2) Replacing partial wavelet coefficients of the
high-resolution image with these of the multi-spectral low-
resolution image. Recently, wavelet decomposition of the
images was recommended for the pyramidal approach due
to its inherent multiresolution character. Methods can
differ in the type of the applied wavelet and the set of
wavelet coefficients used for finding the correspondence.
Most frequently used methods decompose the image
recursively into four sets of coefficients (LL, HL, LH,
HH) by filtering the image successively with two filters, a
low-pass filter L and a high pass filter H, both working
along the image rows and columns.  Gang Hong and Yun
Zhang have proposed a new image registration method
based on combination of feature based and area based
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matching. A wavelet-based feature extraction technique,
normalized cross-correlation matching and relaxation-
based image matching techniques are used[10,11]. This
algorithm can select enough control points to reduce the
local distortions.
I. Soft Computing based methods:

Methods based on soft computing techniques such as
neural network, Genetic Algorithm, Fuzzy logic etc are
recently being used. L. Ramirez, N. G. Durdle and V. J.
Raso have described these various methods.
(a) Artificial Neural Networks :

It consists of an interconnected group of artificial
neurons and processes information using a connectionist
approach to computation. In most cases an ANN is an
adaptive system that changes its structure based on
external or internal information that flows through the
network during the learning phase. In more practical terms
neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling
tools. They can be used to model complex relationships
between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data. An
artificial neural network (ANN) is a computational
structure that is composed of a number of single
processors connected through a set of links, which have
some weight associated with them. There are two types of
network architectures: 1) feed-forward networks, in which
the links have no loops (e.g., multilayer perceptron (MLP)
and radial basis function neural networks (RBF) and 2)
recurrent networks, in which loops occur (e.g., self-
organizing maps (SOM) and Hopfield networks). To train
feed forward networks, knowledge of the desired output is
normally required. Recurrent neural networks normally do
not require previous knowledge about the expected output.
The training process in an ANN involves modification of
the network architecture and the connection weights to
learn complex non-linear input-output relationships.
(b) Genetic Algorithm:

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique used in
computing to find exact or approximate solutions to
optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms are
categorized as global search heuristics. Genetic algorithms
are a particular class of evolutionary algorithms (also
known as evolutionary computation) that use techniques
inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance,
mutation, selection, and crossover (also called
recombination).Genetic algorithms are implemented as a
computer simulation in which a population of abstract
representations (called chromosomes or the genotype or
the genome) of candidate solutions (called individuals,
creatures, or phenotypes) to an optimization problem
evolves toward better solutions. Traditionally, solutions
are represented in binary as strings of 0s and 1s, but other
encodings are also possible. The evolution usually starts
from a population of randomly generated individuals and
happens in generations. In each generation, the fitness of
every individual in the population is evaluated, multiple
individuals are stochastically selected from the current
population (based on their fitness), and modified
(recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a
new population. The new population is then used in the
next iteration of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm

terminates when either a maximum number of generations
has been produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has been
reached for the population. If the algorithm has terminated
due to a maximum number of generations, a satisfactory
solution may or may not have been reached.
(c) Fuzzy sets:

Fuzzy sets are sets whose elements have degrees of
membership. Fuzzy sets (FS) have been introduced by
Lotfi A. Zadeh (1965) as an extension of the classical
notion of set. In classical set theory, the membership of
elements in a set is assessed in binary terms according to a
bivalent condition - an element either belongs or does not
belong to the set. By contrast, fuzzy set theory permits the
gradual assessment of the membership of elements in a
set; this is described with the aid of a membership function
valued in the real unit interval [0, 1]. Fuzzy sets generalize
classical sets, since the indicator functions of classical sets
are special cases of the membership functions of fuzzy
sets, if the latter only take values 0 or 1.Fuzzy sets
technology depend on linguistic terms (e.g.: small, large,
tall, short, etc.) to summarize the domain knowledge
explicitly.
(d) Rough Sets:

Rough set is a formal approximation of a crisp set (i.e.,
conventional set) in terms of a pair of sets which give the
lower and the upper approximation of the original set. The
lower and upper approximation sets themselves are crisp
sets in the standard version of rough set theory, but in
other variations, the approximating sets may be fuzzy sets
as well. Rough sets (RS) use lower and upper
approximation bounds of a concept to manage uncertainty.
These bounds are defined with respect to some
indiscernibility function. RS can be seen as a special type
of FS in which membership values attain a value of zero
for elements outside the upper approximation bound, a
value of one for elements inside of the lower
approximation bound, and a value in the unit interval [0,1]
for elements located between the upper and lower
approximation bounds. RS have been used to find
corresponding points in medical time series[12].

VI. CONCLUSION

Over the last two decades image registration has been a
very successful topic with variety of applications [13,14].
Fast and convenient access of data is now possible due to
development in digital data archiving and communication
[15]. This provides platform for registration of multimodal
images in various disciplines. But registration is often a
component of an image processing analysis package.
Methodologies like segmentation and quantification. From
the continuing interest in the measure it can be deduced
that mutual information will not be abandoned in the near
future [16,17]. It is already a successful registration
measure for many applications and it can undoubtedly be
adapted and extended to aid in many more problems.
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